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Concerns were raised about the Increase in the cost of tertiary education, a 

liberalisation agenda of the Tinubu presidency which is enacted by ''shelving all 

responsibilities'' and '' full commercialisation'' of everything possible. In addition, the 

bill has created rumours of increment in school fees by federal universities, with 

purported19 images of new federal university fees going around on social media. 

A further analysis of collected social media commentaries shows that Nigerians were 

worried about accessibility to the conditions that come with the loan. The conditions 

include20 that students must provide at least two guarantors, each of whom must 

either be a civil servant of at least level 12, a lawyer with at least 10 years post-call 

experience, or a judicial officer, or a justice of the peace. Some Nigerians adjudged 

the conditions to only be accessible to the privileged. They questioned the fact that 

''how can the poor access it when the criteria is high'', ''criteria not for the poor'', 

''poorer students can' t provide these guarantors''. Thus, there is a lot of doubt that 

the loan may only be a racketeering scheme to allocate money to a selected few, and 

as such, ''is a scam''. In addition, some users noted how ''recovery of loan has been 

difficult since 1972 when the Nigeria Student Loan Board was first established'', and 

as such, if ''you give students loan with such unemployment rate ... 90% of 

benefactors are going to jail. No surprise that In the word cloud above, ''pay'' is an 

often-repeated word. Furthermore, a lot of humour was made about how education 

may become inaccessible or when students are unable to pay back the loan because 

the question of unemployment still lingers. 

Nevertheless, a number of users applauded the initiative with comments such as, 

''glad my vote is working well'', ''our man is really shaming many of them now. More 

strength, sir'', and ''good one''. Also, the committee of Vice Chancellors for private 

universities lauded21 the loan scheme. They argue that students will no longer find it 

hard to choose between private or public universities since money will no longer be 

an issue. Economists also backed the bill as a good one in the long-run for the 
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